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Hopanoids also func4on as molecular fossils or biomarkers
Straigh_orward principle
Organic geochemists can extract from sediments
Based on distribu4on in modern organisms, can be used to correlate
certain bacterial group or metabolism to ancient Earth based on age of
sediment
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Conver4ng a lipid into
A molecular fossil (“biomarker”)
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•Hammersley, Western Australia
• Characterized by lamina4ons of Fe(III)
minerals and chert (Si)
• ~>15 wt % Fe
• Account for 90% of the world’s Fe
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Criteria for a robust biomarker
1.It must be indigenous to the
rocks it is meant to represent
2.It must have a unique
distribu4on amongst modern
organisms, or clear evolu4onary
history
and/or
3. It must have a speciﬁc and
conserved biological func4on
related to the process of interest
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Cyanobacteria

Rhodopseudomonas
palustris

Surprising discovery:
R. palustris makes 2‐MeBHPs!

R. palustris

*
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Rashby et al. (2007) PNAS

2‐MeBHP produc4on is
condi+onal

What is important about his ﬁnding is that:
oxygen

R. palustris TIE‐1 is anoxygenic phototroph, does not generate
Produc4on was regulated, dependent on growth condi4ons

Explain why 2‐methyl’s were previously missed in r. palustris strains tested
before

Using R. palustris to understand
the evolu4onary history of
2‐MeBHPs

‐What is the biosynthe4c pathway
for 2‐MeBHP?
‐Can we make a mutant that does
not produce 2‐MeBHP?
‐Is it impaired in photosynthesis?

Using R. palustris to understand
the evolu4onary history of
2‐MeBHPs

R. palustris
genome
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Phylogene4c distribu4on of hpnP

Blue bar = shc gene
Red bar = hpnP (methylase) gene

So far, there is a 100% correla4on
between the possession of hpnP
and the ability to make 2‐MeBHPs
in tested strains

What is the root of the HpnP tree?

Maximum likelihood tree inferred using PhyML; Muscle alignment
Use primers to get mores sequences, environmental samples and bacteria
not yet tested: future work

The root is (presently) ambiguous!
Topology A: ancestral cyanobacterial

Topology B: unresolved

Topology C: ancestral a‐proteobacterial
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Hopanoids: sterols in bacteria?
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Sterols in eukaryo4c membranes
membrane
ﬂuidity and
integrity

membrane curvature

Smondyrev A & Berkowitz ML. (2009) Biophys J 77:
2075‐2089

protein localiza4on
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185‐194
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Do hopanoids localize to par4cular
membranes?

Do hopanoids localize to par4cular
membranes?

Nostoc punc+forme: A model system for
cellular diﬀeren4a4on
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Membrane architecture changes
during cellular diﬀeren4a4on
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Does hopanoid content/localiza4on
change accordingly?

Hopanoids predominantly localize to the
outermembrane of akinetes
Cytoplasmic Membrane

0
µgrams hopanoid /mg lipid

1 can develop
2
3
Akinetes
when
Thylakoid Membrane
cells are grown in the absence
of0 light. 2‐MeBHP record could
1
2
3
be en4rely
decoupled
from
Outer Membrane
0 oxygenic photosynthesis!
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Akinete fossils are ancient
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SUMMARY
• 2‐MeBHPs are produced by diverse
bacteria
• We cannot yet say which type of
organism “invented” the ability to
make 2‐MeBHPs
• Cellular localiza4on and other
func4onal studies suggest they play no
role in (oxygenic) photosynthesis
• 2‐MeBHPs are not good biomarkers of
oxygenic photosynthesis
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